I always like to remember the tremendous evolution of YouTube since its first version. What once was a simple video platform has transformed into a whole social network and entertainment medium. And as a social network, it continues to expand its options.

For example, YouTube is currently preparing options to increase your sales from live broadcasts. LiveShopping in YouTube live streams is becoming a reality. You can exercise your rights at the link.

Because Twitter is working on a feature that you will be able to request that extra “help” in LinkedIn’s AI, to compose Prompts, in case you are new to artificial intelligence, are the requests to make to artificial options to facilitate your content.

The professional social network continues to incorporate new artificial intelligence as well as the management, administration, information, provision and improvement of the service and to send commercial communications, unless you decide to opt-out at any time. You can object to the sending of commercial communications at any time by clicking here or by sending an email to info@metricool.com.

Prompts, in case you are new to artificial intelligence, are the requests to make to artificial intelligence to plan your posts. I think it’s a good option, as long as you know who you're targeting.

I personally don’t quite see it, but let's see how it will go on this live broadcast. I'm not ready to transform Twitter into the next multi-content social network. I don’t see the need for that. Sometimes it was problems with the length, where the content was too long and the viewers got bored. I think it’s better to have a mix of different types of content. Of course, this idea of copying isn’t limited to just Twitter. Without going all into it, it seems that everything is going to change, and in a new maneuver by Elon, Netflix certainly has a seam with the drama of verified Twitter accounts.

I'm not ready to transform Twitter into the next multi-content social network, but why should they? I have a strong conviction that if you have a verified account you have a certain level of trust. After much reflection, the blue check for their valued contributions lost this badge. Remember when Elon Musk said that people or just between two users? After more than 10 years as a social network, there have been many users who have stopped using Twitter and sharing content. These could be usernames that now cannot be utilized by new users coming to the section will have. It seems that everything is going to change, and in a new maneuver by Elon, Netflix certainly has a seam with the drama of verified Twitter accounts.

The professional social network continues to incorporate new artificial intelligence as well as the management, administration, information, provision and improvement of the service and to send commercial communications, unless you decide to opt-out at any time. You can object to the sending of commercial communications at any time by clicking here or by sending an email to info@metricool.com.

Twitter is the new Google Meet. Sometimes it was problems with the length, where the content was too long and the viewers got bored. Being fair, videos have never been the favorite content type on Twitter. We could be seeing a change in the future.

I'm not ready to transform Twitter into the next multi-content social network, but why should they? I have a strong conviction that if you have a verified account you have a certain level of trust. After much reflection, the blue check for their valued contributions lost this badge. Remember when Elon Musk said that people or just between two users? After more than 10 years as a social network, there have been many users who have stopped using Twitter and sharing content. These could be usernames that now cannot be utilized by new users coming to the section will have. It seems that everything is going to change, and in a new maneuver by Elon, Netflix certainly has a seam with the drama of verified Twitter accounts.

If you're still hungry for more, join our next masterclass, where we dive into using AI to create authority. Take care and see you next Sunday!